


e l e c t r o n s  a t  w o r k  

IBMspioneering research and development 
in the application of the science of electronics 
to computing machines has made i t  possible to 
produce machines which are hundreds of times 
faster than calculators based on mechanical 
principles. Just as these electronic calculators 
have evolved from knowledge gained in the 
production of basic IBM Accounting Machines, 
so has the knowledge gained in the production 
of electronic calculators made possible the 
development o f  better, faster Accounting 
Machines for commercial and scientific use. 

IBM electronic computing facilities now are 
being used widely, in business offices as well 

as scientific laboratories, in IBM Service Bu- 
reaus as well as in the Technical Computing 
Bureau at IBM's World Headquarters. For the 
very largest problems, the Selective Sequence 
Electronic Calculator is available at IBMfs 
World Headquarters. 

To facilitate an understanding of how these 
electronic calculators are able to perform these 
computations so rapidly, the following pages 
describe very briefly the operation of the elec- 

tronic tube and its application to electronic 
calculators and business machines. 

I BM SELECTIVE SEQUENCE 

ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR 


This machine will assist the scientist in institu- 
tions of learning, in gowern,ment, and in induswy 
to explore the consequences of man's thought 
to the outermost reaches pf time, space, and 
physical conditions. 

Copyrioht 1950 Intarnational Business Machines Corporation 



electrons a t  work 


Electronic tubes do not generate electricity. They con- 
trol its flow accurately and instantaneously. 

One element of the several which may be found in an 

cathode electronic tube is  made the source of emission of elec- 
trons. This is  called the cathode. 

Another tube element, known as the anode, is made 
positive. When the cathode i s  heated by an electric 
current it emits electrons which, being negative, flow 
to the positive anode. 



- By introducing a third element, known as the grid, it is  

possible to control the flow of electrons from the 

-	 cathode to the anode. This grid acts somewhat like a 

venetian blind in a window. When a very small electric 

current makes the grid sufficiently negative, it repels 

the electrons, much as a closed venetian blind repels 

the light. 

As the grid is  made more positive, more and more 

electrons are permitted ta flow through, and the ac- 

tion is similar to the opening of a venetian blind. 

The grid thus determines precisely the flow of current 
through the tube. 



e lec t rons  a t  work 


e lec t ron ics  and c a l c u l a t i n g  


Most electronic counters have as their basic element 

a double vacuum tube in which both halves are inter- 

connected to form a circuit known as a trigger. The 

trigger tube always is  in one of two stable states. One 

state may be called on and the other off. As the tube 

receives pulses, it changes from one state to the other 

alternately. The tube will remain in one state or the 

other until another pulse is  received. A trigger tube 

can be arranged to deliver one output pulse each time 

it goes off. In this way, two input pulses produce one 

output pulse. 

An elementary electronic counter is  composed of four 

of these trigger tubes with the values l , 2 , 4 , 8assigned 

to them. Each digit is  represented by a different combi- 

nation of these tubes in an on or off condition. As 

shown on the opposite page, each pulse applied to the 

trigger tubes changes the combination to that repre- 

senting the next higher digit. Such electronic counters 

easily can accept and count 50,000 pulses in one 

second. 



As the first pulse, repre-

renting a value of 1 i s  

received, the tube repre-

senting 1 is  turned on. 

O1@
01 

As the second pulse is  re-

ceived, the 1 tube turns off, 

turning the 2 tube on. 

, 

Q40 

As the third pulse is  re-

ceived, the 1 tube turns on, 

the 2 tube remains on, and 

the sum of the "on" tubes 

01 

0 3  

04 0 

The fourth pulse turns off 

the 1 tube, turning off the 

2 tube, and turning on the 

4 tube. 

The fifth pulse turns on the 

1 tube, the 2 tube remains 

off, and 4 tube remains on. 

0 2 0 
04@ 

The sixth pulse turns off the 

1 tube, turning on the 2 
tube. The 4 tube remains 

on. 

The seventh pulse turns on 

the 1 tube. The 2 and 4 
tubes remain on. 

The eighth pulse turns off 

the 1 tube, turning off the 

2 tube which turns off the 4 
tube which turns on the 8 
tube. 

The ninth pulse turns on the 

1 tube, the 2 and 4 tubes 

remain off and the 8 tube 

remains on. 

The tenth pulse turns off 

the 1 tube. A locking tube 

circuit prevents the 2 tube 

from going on and, at the 

same time, permits the 8 
tube to go off, thus restor- 

ing all triggers of the Units 

Counter to the off position. 

As the 8 tube goes off, it 

emits a carry pulse toathe 

1 tube of the next higher 

counter (Tens Counter). 

tens units 
counter counter 
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0 4 8 
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e l e c t r o n s  a t  work  


These electronic counters, each consisting basically of 
four trigger tubes, can be combined as a group to 
form a multi-digit accumulator capable of counting 

large numbers. 

Siilarly, groups of trigger tubes are used to store 'c
num'ericai information, by counting pulses received ! 
concurrently in each position of a multi-digit storage 
unit. As required, these numbers are read out of the t 
storage units as a series of pulses which are transmitted 
to another electronic unit at electronic speed. 

Multiplication is repeated addition. This operation is  

performed electronically by storing the multiplicand 
in a multi-digit storage unit and then adding this num- 
ber into an accumulating counter as many times as 
called for by the multiplier. In an analogous manner, 
division is  performed by repeated subtraction of the 
divisor from the dividend. 

Calculating consists of some combination of addition 
(+), subtraction (-), multiplication (X), and division 
(+). Certain calculating operations also require the 

recognition of relative values of numbers such as less I 
than (<), greater than (>), and equal to (=). Elec-
tronic counters permit the performance of any of those 1 
operations required and are powerful tools 

calculating. 



I 
other  e lec t ron ic  appl icat ions 

Electronic Amplifier$ 

The extreme sensitivity of a vacuum tube is used to 

detect and amplify the small amount of electric current 


flowing through a conductive mark recorded on an 

IBM card. Similarly, electronic tubes are used at many 

points in an electronic machine ts amplify a signal 

and assure positive operation of other electronic units, 


must be operated from small signals. 

In the high-speed reading of IBM cards, electronic 

tubes are invaluable betause they react instantane- 

ously and positively to the impulses received and con- 

trol the functions of the machine by amplifying the 


electrical pulses to the degree necessary. 


Electronic Switches v 

Electronic tubes, with twu grids controlling the current 

to a single anode, act as selectors or switchmen. These 

tubes only will pass an impulse received on one grid 


i f  the other grid is  conditioned properly. Groups of 


such switch tubes are used for such purposes as editing 

in the Electronic Statistical Machine or column shifting 

in electronic calculators. 


Electronic Timing Control 

Groups of electronic tubes, arranged in timing rings, 

control the sequence of pulses and operations in elec- 

tronic machines. Actuated by an oscillator or other 

source of pulses, each tube in the ring turns on suc- 

cessively. As the pulse travels around this electronic 

ring, i t  is available for the controlling of machine func- 

tions such as addition, subtraction, elimination, and 


transferring. 


The machines shown on the following pages have resulted from an interchange of ideas which i s  

a basic principle of IBM research. In each machine, the principles of electronic's have been applied 
to those functions which could benefit by their application. 



e lec t rons  at  work 

products  o f  IBM 



leetronic research 




electrons at  work 


Card-programmed Electronic Calculator 

Through its capacity to remember information stored in its storage unit, the IBM Card-pro-

grammed Electronic Calculator permits continuous operation on problems of a sequential or 

repetitive nature occurring in industrial and scientific computing. The machine consists of an 

accounting machine, a storage unit, a punching unit, and an electronic calculating unit which, 

utilizing five digit numbers, computes at a rate of 2,174 additions or subtractions, 79 multipli-

cations, or 65 divisions-in one second. 

IBM ~lectric Time System 
with electronic self-regulation 

The application of electronics to the control of IBM Electric 

Time Systems has made i t  possible to eliminate the need for 

special clock wiring and obtain the additional advantages 

of flexibility. An electronic transmifter, supervised by a master 

time control, transmits electronic pulses over the regular 60-
cycle power supply line to clocks and signals. Each clock and 

signal has an electronic tube which receives the electronic 

pulses emitted by the transmitter. These pulses are used to 

check the clocks' uniformity with system time and correct them, 

if necessary, and to sound time signals. 

On the following pages are shown several display panels 
developed by IBM engineers to present the story of electronics 

as used in calculating and accounting machines. 

They are displayed at IBM business shows in various cities, 

in conjunction with demonstrations of electronic and electric 

accounting machines. A series of switches permits the visitor 

to observe by actual operation. Through this medium IBM -
is acquainting thousands of businessmen, scientists, and engi- 

neers with the tremendous speed now possible in calculating 

and accounting operations . 









When man first leomnd to rownt, he b w n  luy a-ciating obi& with hb fingers urrd toes, 
and as u mutt develepd s numbrer a+ b a d  an 10. A~tudly,a number system cm bb 
made usin8 any numbrr as its bare. When om counts by dozens and gross, or divides the 
fbot into 11 inches, or the ywr into 11monthsra syskm based on 12 is being u d .  The trifian/ 
eys+em urea the number Z tlnd isoohn hrvored by engineers barnuse it requiter the least 
possible numkr of tubes to repwent any given value. 

The kiwry numerical qatm usod in ektronic ruuman assigns to sueeed~ t u k  the val- 
w s  1,2,C 8, 16, eta, wifh each tube having e, wlue twice t h t  crf the one before it. More 
than one tube Ean b on at the same time, and the numbr in esnh case is the oum d fko 
wlues of th6 tubes which am on. For example, when the 8rsi tube (mpresmting 1) and the 
thi fubo (representing 4) are on, the number is 1 plus 4 w 5. 

The chart hdow shows the tubes which are on For emch number "0" to "9" in the binory 
system. By udng suflkienf numbers crf tuber. amounts of any size Fan be reprsasentad. 







T R A D E - M A R K C  

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION 
World Headquarters Building 590 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. 


